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CHAPTER ONEs "MOVING DAY"
• ACT-ONE
EXT. ROBINSON BOUSE - MORNING
A modest suburban HOME.

The American flag waves out front.

WILL (O.S.)
Mom I
INT. ROBINSON HOUSE - MORNING
Inside, all ia fast-moving, fast-talking domestic chaos as we
meet the ROBINSON FAMILY. On moving day. Nine year-old WILL
luge a duct-taped cardboard, box through the upstairs hallway.
WILL
Tell Judy to quit throwing her junk
into my boxes with my name on them*
MOM, holding a book in one hand and brushing her teeth with
the other, pops her head out the bathroom door as Will goes.
MOM
We're all moving to the same place,
you guys. Why oan't Judy put her
things in with youre?
WILL
Because my stuff doesn't smell like
gerbile just crapped in it.
MOM
Will Robinson, you exaggerate.
Will pulls out a pair of old soccer cleats. Mom smells them.
MOM
And I stand corrected.
need a referee ...

David, I

Seventeen year-old DAVID comes from the opposite direction,
carrying two boxes. He gracefully plucks out the cleats.
DAVID
Already on it, Mom.
/^"T^N

Judy I

MOM
Somebody make coffee.
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Mom, brushing teeth again, goes back t o h e r book. We follow
Will,, w h o follows David, w h o knocks o n Judy's door.
M.
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WILL
Is Dad up yet?
DAVID
Judy .- it's moving day, let's go]
Go away.

JUDY (O.S.)
I'm packed.

David swings Judy's door open, revealing sixteen year-old
JUDY in T-shirt and sweats, her a room a DISASTROUS MESS.
JUDY
Practically, close the door.
David tosses Judy her cleats:
DAVID
Burn these, would you?
• M y cleats!

JUDY
You steal these, Worm?

N o w w e follow Judy, who follows W i l l w h o follows David down
the stairs, through the living room and into t h e kitchen ...
WILL
Yeah, because I love carrying your
stuff for you everywhere w e g o .
Judy plucks her stuff out of Will's b o x as they-go.
WILL
Every time w e move she does t h i s .
JUDY
My T-shirt, m y bookbag, my - Worm!
She pulls out a BRA.
WILL
Don't look at mei
want that for?

What would I

JUDY
. You could sell it to your friends
if y o u had any friends.

Jftefttf,

WILL
I could sell it.to my friends if
you had any boobs.
(to David)
Is Dad up now?
DAVID
Not unless he woke up in the last
thirty seconds. How many times did
I tell you? Dad sleeps when the
baby sleeps.
WILL
So wake up the baby.
We follow the trio as they push through the kitchen door ...
INT. KITCHEN - MORNING .
And the three squabbling siblings STOP SHORT at ...
DAD (O.S.)
I wouldn't recommend it, soldier.
/^
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... The sight of DAD. Early forties, still muscular,
standing by the kitchen sink, holding a BABY in hia arms.
DAD
X gotta give it to your new sister,
the kid put up a hell of a fight.
(yawns)
I just outlasted her.
The three kids switch to WHISPERS and lovingly surround their
baby sister, PENNY. But Will never takes his eyes off Dad.
JUDY
Hey, Penny.
DAVID
Lucky Penny.
Dad.

WILL
Want to see my scrap book?

DAD
Right after breakfast.
Will swallows disappointment. Mom enters, straight to coffee.
jfifSSflr^n

MOM
God bless coffee. Movers are here.
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DAD
Somebody give m e a h a n d ?
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All:three kids eagerly volunteer as Dad hands Penny off to
-. Mom. Will's box RIPS APART at the seams.
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JUDY
We've' moved so many times our boxes
need boxes.
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DAD
Leave it for now, we'll pack it up
• with the rest of our things later.
WILL
You'll help me?
DAD
You bet. Now let's move it - these
guys get paid by the hour.

Will beams* Dad hauls up a heavy orate and heads outside.
The kids all grab what they can and- follow.
-*™i\

EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE - MORNING
Dad leads David, Judy, and Will to a large METAL CRATE parked
just outside. Mom, holding the baby, brings up the rear.
The kids hand the boxes to Dad, who loads the orate. A
SHADOW passes over them, growing ...
DAD
Look, I know you guys are sick of
us moving all the time, and you've
all been troopers about it. But
this really is the last time. I
promise. Okay? Here they come.
The RobinsonB look up. A FLYING TRUCK, labeled "Bekins &
Grandsons Movers" descends into frame - CLAMPS onto the metal
container - and FLIES the crate up, out of frame.
The family barely acknowledge this, heads back in the house.
DAD
Now who's hungry? I think we still
got some of those eggs left in the
'fridge.
FLYING HOVER-CARS whizz past the house. Ordinary suburban
traffic. We hold on the house with the cars of the future
sipping past. FADE IN SUBTITLEt Illinois -_2.097.
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INT. KITCHEN - MORNING
Dad whips up some eggs and pours them in a sizzling pan. The
rest of the family eats breakfast. We hear a.PHONE.RING.
. .
JUDY
Phone, Daddy.
DAD
Just throw it up there, would you?
Judy takes a rolled up RUBBER MAT from her baok pocket,
nonchalantly tosses it at the refrigerator. The mat unfurls
and STICKS, like a magnet. An IMAGE lights up.
GENERAL SHORE
Good morning, John*
The kids and Mom all exchange worried looks at the sight of
an ARMY GENERAL SHORE on the screen.
GENERAL SHORE
I trust I'm not interrupting
anything vital.
DAD
No, sir. Just omelettes and my
first week of retirement.
GENERAL SHORE
And how's our war hero taking to
civilian life?
DAD
After fifteen years in the
military, I'd call it a change.
GENERAL SHORE
I know you love your family, John.
I love mine, too. But I wouldn't
be doing my job if I didn't try one
more time: the army wants you back.
The family all stops cold. Looks of dread are exchanged.

r

GENERAL SHORE
That Joint Chiefs position we
talked about is still open. It's
good pay.
Lots of travel. And
after all you've done for us, well,
we'd just love to change your mind
about this ... move of yours.

^
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DAD
General. I love my country and my
planet. I'm proud of every day I
served them. But sir (re: Mom)
•
This woman raised these kids with
nothing but a promise from me that
someday I'd return. After fifteen
years, it's time I kept my word.
Dad takes Penny from Mom, starts changing the baby's diaper.
GENERAL SHORE
So you're really going to join this
convoy, and move with some
colonists to the Planet Nova. To
do what? Become farmers?
DAD
No, my wife will be practicing
medicine. Kids'11 be in school*
I'll be the farmer.
GENERAL SHORE
I know you, John. You'll get
bored out there. Still too much
fight in your blood. The army is a
family, too. We have honor.
Sacrifice. Duty.
DAD
My wife, and kids offer the same
challenges, sir, it's just...
(holding up diaper)
.... a new kind of doody.
The image SHUTS OFF.

The kids smile at Dad.

So he BARKS:

DAD
Jobs. All the lazy children need
jobs. Judy: Go to the store and
buy boxes we can move in, no more
cardboard. David: you and I'll
clean out the basement.
I
WILL

cx«*

•

DAD
It's a lot of heavy lifting, champ,
why don't you keep doing what you
do out in the garage.

•
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JUDY
What do you do out there all day?
WILL
Make friends. '•
DAD
All right then. We good to go?
Everybody work up an appetite, be
back by eighteen-hundred sharp.
(kisses Mom)
And Penny? I order you to sleep.
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE - DAY
Judy walks to the family CAR - like an S.U.V. Mom follows.
JUDY
I'm driving. I got my learner's
permit.
MOM
You have insurance to go with it?
Judy hands Mom the keys. They get in the oar. Mom turns it
on and it ELEVATES a foot and a half off the ground. Mom
turns on the radio. Gansta rap plays. Judy rolls her eyes.
JUDY
Do we always have to listen to
classical music?
They FLY into traffic.
INT. FAMILY CAR - DAY
Judy hang-dogs out the window as Mom navigates* Two-Lane
traffic is vertical - the occasional SHADOW passes overhead.
MOM
Try to keep an open mind. This
planet Nova's not like the moon.
JUDY
Uch, don't even mention the Moon,
it's worse than Mars, all Yuppies
and Starbucks and what's wrong with
Earth?
jrfflflSX

MOM
Just a little overcrowded. Where
we're going is the real frontier.
They're going to need' doctors.
(off Judy's look:)
This is our last family move. I
promise.
JUDY
It's always the "last time," and
you always promise *
MOM
That's not true.
JUDY
You know how hard it is for me to
make friends?
The PHONE RINGS. Judy slaps her rubber mat on windshield.
Three TEENAGE GIRLS (CARLA, STAGEY, LIZ) oram the SCREEN.
TEENAGE GIRLS
Juu-Deeeoi
Judy and the girls gleefully SCREAM incoherently.
MOM
Not hard enough.
STAGEY
Judy McBooty: Party.

Tonight.

CARLA
Your attendance is mandatory.
LIZ
And it's not seme cheap kid's
kegger like last time. We're
bitting a club.
STAGEY
It'll be us - surrounded by wall to
wall men.
CARLA
Cadets. Hot, hunky cadets. In
uniform, out of uniform ... Just
tell your parents you're sleeping
at my house like last time.
MOM
Morning, girls.

^

Mom leans into frame.

Busted, the girls turn into angels.

TEENAGE GIRLS
Hi, Mrs. Robinson I

£•
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MOM
Judy would love to come out tonight
but she'll be busy helping her
family. Just like you'll be right
after I call your mothers. •
. Mom peels the rubber mat off the windshield, automatically
SHUTTING OFF TRANSMISSION. She hands the mat to Judy.
JUDY
You ruined my life.
. • MOM'
You're not going out and getting
drunk with a bunch of cadets.
JUDY
It's how you met Dad.

Why not?

MOM
Have you ever noticed you're the .
only one in the family who doesn't
want to move?
Judy drops the bomb:
JUDY
Not the only one.
INT. BASEMENT - DAY
David. Sleeves rolled up, hauling junk off basement shelves,
piling it up by the stairs. Helping Dad.
DAD
I thought Nomadic peoples traveled
light. Where 'd we get all this
stuff?
DAVID
Just piled up on us, I guess. Hey!
My first baseman's mitt. Remember,
• you came back on leave, took us the
three day weekend juat to ...
/*IWK.

David STOPS COLD.

He sees his Dad STARING at something.
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DAD
I forgot it was down here.
Reverse to reveal: an ALIEN HELMET. Sitting on the basement
shelf .among, the paint cans and rags. This helmet DOES NOT
FIT A HUMAN HEAD. A shaft of light pierces through a HOLE IN
THE SKULL. David joins his father. Pause.
DAVID
You kill that one?
DAD
(nods)
"Bugs." Our troops called them
bugs, but that's not really right.
DAVID
Will asks me about it
He made a scrap book.
War. There's no real
history of Robinson's

all the time.
About the
written
Raid.

DAD
Will's too young to know.
.rfMlJjy .

DAVID
I'm not.
(beat)
Why don't you tell me about it?
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE (GARAGE) - DAY
Three BOYS (BILLY, KEVIN and JIM) ride up on SCOOTERS. Just
like modern-day Razor Scooters, except NO WHEELS. They stop.
Willi

' BILLY
Hey Will!

Will comes out of the garage, joins the boys.
WILL
Hey guys. Whatcha doing?
KEVIN
. Play some ball. Wanna come?
WILL
Sure! Let me just ask my Dad, I'll
be right back. Don't go away.
JCV
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JIM
Aw. You know what? We can't go
anywhere. My scooter's busted.
WILL
Let me see.
*4

Jim turns the scooter bottom-up. Will opens the engine
underneath the board. The boys exchange looks.
WILL
Yeah. See? Your thermal
coupling's set to the wrong
frequency, it's de-polarized so
it's sending out particles instead
of waves - but, duh, right?
Will nods. Easy. The boys smirk.
JIM
Told you.
KEVIN
Are you a like some kind of genius?
We heard you're a freak.
BILLY
My cousin says you went to special
schools.
JIM
For freaks.
BILLY
And you do tricks. Do a trick.
WILL
Like what?
KEVIN
Like, calculate pi.
. WILL
Then can we play?
KEVIN
Calculate pi or we kick your ass.
Will takes a deep breath, then recites:

(^

WILL
Three point on<
one four one five seven
nine eight two ...

12.
DAD (O.S.)
We never knew what they wanted.
|V;

- TNT. BASEMENT - DAY
Dad>
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h.olding the Allen Helmet, speaks to David.

DAD
Or why they hated u s . We.were just
living our lives. Thinking our
problems mattered. .And on the
morning of April fourth, 2082, I
remember I was making coffee - when
fire rained from the sky* Major
cities were destroyed before w e
even heard the.news. "Alien
Invasion.? You were two. Mom was
pregnant with Judy.
DAVID
Y o u were in the army?
. DAD
On leave. Just a grunt. Just one
guy in this wave of guys who kissed
their wives and children goodbye
and tried to make a fight out of
it.. Teams got slapped together,
fast. The ships we went up in were
orates. We didn't even know what
we were hitting, but we had to do
something. Turns out - by luck our team boarded their major
communications satellite. So w e
took it. Fight broke out. Twelve
man team. Eleven killed in action.

>*"s

DAVID
And you were the hero.
DAD
I'm the guy who lived. And the
next day, sky was empty. Like they
just left. Day after that, we all
waited for them to come back. And
w e waited the next day, and the day
after that, and time passed. You
grew up, Judy was born, and Will?
Will grew up not having to feel his
guts turn to ice water every time a
shooting star passes by. A n d
that's why I don't talk about it.

—v
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Dad rises, hands the helmet to David.
DAD
I fought so my kids won't have to.
Dad gets back to work. David, holding the helmet, watches.
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE (GARAGE) - DAY
Will's holding in tears, still reciting pi for the Boys.
WILL
... two seven five four nine eight
six three ...
Judy and Mom pull up In family car. Mom smiles, unloads
plastic packing crates. Judy approaches Will.
JUDY
What are you guys doing?
BILLY
Playing.
^

JUDY
Wow, that looks like a really fun
game. You know what game I like?
It's called "pick on my brother and
I'll beat your ass into the
sidewalk.* Who wants to play?
The boys hesitate, sizing Judy up. She growlst
JUDY
Fly.
The boys get on their hover-scooters and take off. Judy puts
her arm around Will.
JUDY
Don't get all gooey on me, Worm. I
just can't let those guys abuse
you. That's my job.
Will smiles, then runs off to the garage. Mom approaches.
MOM
What was Will doing?

(***

JUDY
He said he was making friends.
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Before Mom can respond, the THREE GIRLS appear.
y\

CARLA
Mrs. Robinson. We are so sorry.
STAGEY
We know, on the phone, we sounded
disrespectful.
LIZ
But we were just excited. Friends?
They hold out a TIN with a ribbon on it.
STAGEY
It's a care package. For your
trip!
MOM
Uh-huh. And this wouldn't have
anything to do with me not calling
your parents, would it?
CARLA
Honestly, Mrs. R., we have no idea
how hard it must be to raise three
kids. Four. Four .kids! And we
just have so much respect for you*

**s

As carla bullshits Mom, Judy rolls up her sleeve. Liz SWIPES
a plastic stick up Judy's arm. It leaves a clear film like
roll-on deodorant, then vanishes. Mom just misses seeing it.
MOM
Well, thank you, girls. I'll think
about it.
JUDY
Talk to you guys later, okay?
The girls watch Judy help Mom carry crates. She smiles.
EXT. ROBINSON BOUSE - NIGHT
Establishing. The sun sets on the Robinson house. We hear:
DAD (O.S.)
Will? Would you like to say Grace?
•****.
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INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT
The family sits at the fold-out table. Spaghetti night.
WILL
Dear Gods assuming you exist, which
is empirically unsupportable,
thanks.for Dad's spaghetti, and I
hope we have a good trip. Amen*
Mom and Dad share a look. Good enough. The family eats*
After a few beats, they hear a loud NOISE from outside.
DAD
What was' that? •
MOM
It came from the garage*
WILL
I didn't hear anything. Great
noodles, Dad*
Spicy.
-K
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He slurps up a strand, loudly. They hear the NOISE again.
Dad stands, goes to his bag, pulls out a BASEBALL BAT.
DAD
Everybody stay here.
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE (BACK YARD) - NIGHT
Dad stalks toward the garage - followed by the ENTIRE FAMILY.
DAD
I thought I gave you an order.
JUDY
This isn't the army.
Dad sighs, keeps going, clutching the bat, toward the garage.
INT. GARAGE - NIGHT
The garage door opens. Dad enters the darkness. He sees a
SILHOUETTE of a MAN. Dad raises the bat, closing in, closer
... he SWINGS as the LIGHTS GO ON.

(^

WILL
Don't hurt him! Don't hurt him!

16.
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Dad STOPS in mid-swing. The "Man" is a ROBOT. Skeletal,
makeshift, smiling, horrible, wonderful. The family enters.
ROBOT
I am your friend!
JUDY
It's a robot.
MOM
William Tell- Robinson, what exactly
have you been up to in here?
WILL
I told youi making friends.
INT. ROBINSON HOUSE (KITCHEN) - NIGHT
The family sits at the kitchen table, joined by the ROBOT.
ROBOT
I am your friend!
MOM
Please make it stop saying that.

^

WILL
It doesn't really have an "off
switch, Mom.
The Robot WAVES jerkily. Mom turns away, genuinely upset.
JUDY
It's like it's so ugly it's cute.
DAVID
Is it programmed to do anything?
WILL
Not really. Well, not yet. But
pretty soon, Z Can get It to do all
kinds of cool robot stuff. You
know, walk, talk, kill Judy ...
JUDY
Ha-ha. Dishes are done.
to bed.

I'm going

Judy kisses Dad, heads upstairs. The Robot WAVES after her.
ROBOT
I am your friend!

'm>s.
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JUDY
You are pathetic! 'Night, Mom.
Daddy. Worm.
Judy goes upstairs. Mom/- holding, in her sadness, opens her
arms to Will.
MOM
Will. Honey. Come here.
Will cuddles up.
MOM
Where we're going, there'll be a
lot of families with boys and girls
your age, and every one of them Is
a potential new friend for you.
WILL
What if they don't like me?
MOM
Making real friends takes time.
And you'll always have us.
(~*

WILL
Even if Dad goes away again?
Mom and Dad exchange looks. Dad can't do this, so Mom does.
MOM
Your father and I aren't going
anywhere. We're here to stay, with
you, and David, and Penny and Judy.
All together in a new heme. Okay?
DAD
Your mother's right. And I want
you to dismantle this- machine.
Tonight.
Will looks devastated but doesn't argue. David rises.
DAVID
I'll help you.
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE (BACK YARD) - NIGHT
David stands outside, watching Will through the garage window
as Will dismantles the robot's arm. Mom joins him.

18.
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MOM
How's he doing?
DAVID
He was bummed, at first* Little . .
genius couldn't figure out why Dad
wants him ripping his friend apart.
MOM
What'd you tell him?
DAVID
That Dad loves him. That we're his
friends. And if he's good, he can
have a jet pack for Christmas.
(off her look)
Kidding. Mom, I'm kidding*
MOM
Judy tells me you got Into college,
scholarship. Whole year early*
DAVID
Did she tell you I turned it down?
MOM
(nods)
She couldn't say why*
DAVID
Mom, you know I'm dying to go to .
college. And I always figured when
Dad got back, I could. But ...
He gestures to Will, now dismantling the Robot's other arm.
DAVID
See, when Dad gives an order, the
kidB are gonna do it. But they
won't always understand why. Our
first year out there ... This
family's gonna need a translator.
MOM
That could be my job.
DAVID
Sure it could. But then, you'd be
watching some other doctor set up
their medical practice on the
frontier. And you've been waiting
your whole life to get that
started.

^_
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MOM
You've waited, too.
DAVID
Yeah, but Mom:, your whole life's
been a lot longer than mine has.
I mean, you're old.
She playfully slaps his arm. He laughs. She keeps slapping
DAVID
And when I say "old," I really mean
ancient. I mean, look at this, you
hit like grandma ...
Slaps turn into a BUG. Mom squeezes David, holds in tears.
MOM
Thank you.
DAVID
It's okay, Mom. We're all in this
together, right?
f^

Arms around one another, they go back to watching Will. So
neither of them sees JUDY - as she SNEAKS out the back door
and across the moonlit lawn. We follow Judy ...
EXT. STREET - NIGHT
... As Judy makes it to the street, meets up with a CARLOAD
of GIRLS. Judy gets in and they silently HOVER AWAY ...
EXT. ROBINSON BOUSE (ROOF) - NIGHT
Mom and Dad, a BABY MONITOR beside them, lie together on the
roof of the house together, looking up at the stars.
MOM
John? Am I being selfish?
DAD
God, I hope so. After all you've
done for this family? The kids'11
be fine.
MOM
I never asked what you wanted.

20.
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DAD
All I want is for you to be happy.
If that means staying, I'm staying, .
that means moving, pack me up. I
think I'll like being a farmer.
And if trouble starts on this new
planet, I could be Sheriff*
Mom GIGGLES at the thought. Dad rolls over and GRABS her*
They kiss. The baby monitor nearly tips* Dad catches it.
Back to the kissing.
DAD
Now c'mere, let your husband show
you. what "selfish" is all about.
EXT. CLUB - NIGHT
... A LOUD, MUSIC-BLASTING CLUB. Loaded with handsome young
UNIFORMED CADETS. Judy and the girls head inside, passing a
YOUNG MECHANIC working on a car in the parking lot.
He wears a.welder's mask. Sparks fly. Judy steps up to the
bouncer and looks back at the mechanic. He lifts his visor,
revealing the sweaty, sooty face of DON WEST*

. w ,
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Judy peels off her light outer jacket, revealing her BARE ARM
(the one Liz marked earlier). Passed under violet light, the
arm shows an ORNATE TATTOO.
BOUNCER
You're in.
Judy, never taking her eyes off Don, heads inside.
INT. CLUB - NIGHT
Judy watches her friends dance. Bored beyond belief.
CLEAN-CUT CADET
Moving. Yeah. I know how you
feel. My Dad once re-located us to
Chicago. You want to dance?
Judy, sad, looks at her drink, gets an idea ...
EXT. CLUB - NIGHT
Judy, carrying her drink, WALKS TOWARD DON. We follow as her
walk evolves from tentative, to graceful, to downright sexy.

"*N
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He stops welding. Lifts his visor. Without a word, she
hands him a cool drink. Without a word, he drinks it. Then:
JUDY
Tonight's my last night on Earth*
What do you want to do about*it?
Don sets down the glass. Takes her by the hand. Leads her
. t o his HOVER-BIKE. They into the night •*. DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE - DAWN
Dad stands in the front yard at dawn', alone, watching the
sky. It's clear. Satisfied, Dad heads Inside*
INT. ROBINSON BOUSE (KITCHEN) - MORNING
Mom cheerfully makes a BIG BREAKFAST for the family.

^
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MOM
Judy I Breakfast is getting cold.
As Mom calls upstairs, David and Will see: JUDY - outside
the kitchen window. David opens the door as Judy slips in
just as Dad enters and Mom turns* Judy looks innocent.
EXT. ROBINSON HOUSE - MORNING
The Robinson Family load up onto the FAMILY CAR. A few
NEIGHBORS gather around the oar, waving goodbye.
DAD
Are the Robinsons ready to move
again for the very last time?
(ad-libs of "Yeah!")
Then let's move into outer space.
The car starts up. Drives five.feet. Then stops. Dad gets
takes the alien helmet and DUMPS IT IN THE GARBAGE.
The car FLIES off, leaving the Allen Helmet behind.

END ACT QUE
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ACT TWO
EXT. SPACE - DAY
We come back to witness the vastness of SPACE. PLANET EARTH
floats majestically in frame as a SPACE SHUTTLE blasts by.
WILL (0.8.)
Are we there yet?
INT. SHUTTLE - DAY
Inside, the.shuttle is a cross between a modern space craft
and an airport shuttle bus. FAMILIES (of various races and
nationalities) sit together. We come upon the Robinsons.
MOM
Almost, Hon*
WILL
I have to pee.
DAVID
There's the convoy up ahead.
A BRIGHT LIGHT fills the cabin* The Robinsons head to the
shuttle window. The kids press their noses to the glass.
WILL
Whoa ...
MOM
William. You have a 220 IQ, speak
seven languages and the best word
you can conjure up is ...
(sees the convoy)
Whoa.
EXT. SPACE - DAY
P.O.V.: The CONVOY. Five STAR SHIPS (Venus, Apollo, Jupiter,
Neptune and Zeus) fill the sky with their Majesty.
•-^
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INT. SHUTTLE - DAY
This is Mom's moment.

She puts her arms around her kids.

MOM
I've pictured this moment every day
for more than a decade, and now
' itfs actually happening, it's more
beautiful than I could ever. ...
Judy, barfs.
INT* JUPITER MAIN CABIN - DAY
Twin pneumatic doors "whoosh" open and the other shuttle
families get away from the Robinsons as fast as they can.
WILL
I didn't know the human, body could
produce that much vomit i
JUDY
Shut up, WOrm.
DAD
So, you got a little space sick.
Happens to the best of us.
They enter the Jupiter's MAIN CABIN. It is enormous. Clean.
Like the Beverly Center Mall. A GIANT DOMED WINDOW displays
Earth outside* A CREW MEMBER approaches the family.
CREW MEMBER
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson. Welcome
aboard the Star Ship Jupiter* May
I escort you to your Life Pod?
You're in the ... '
(checks clipboard)
Jupiter 2, I believe.
The family follows the crew member. Mom discretely hands
Judy a mint.
Judy pops it in her mouth as they go.
TNT. JUPITER 2 - DAY
An AIRLOCK DOOR OPENS. The Robinsons enter The JUPITER 2.
This is where our series takes place. It's a cross between a
star ship, nuclear submarine and modern family home. All the
features are new, clean, most still covered in plastic.
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GREW MEMBER
Make yourselves' comfortable. The
hologram explains most of the
ship's main features. We'll be
leaving* dry dock shortly.
He leaves. Beat. And the family SPLITS off in different
directions, each inspecting a different part of the ship.
Dad checks out the flight controls, David opens a window
revealing SPACE, Judy.slides open a panel revealing a small
room within and Mom pulls out a flat metal surface. Will
unloads a series of books*

# •...
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DAD
Flight control deck* Not bad.
' WILL
Ooh, manuals. Technical manuals*
DAVID
Window works*
MOM
Changing table.
JUDY
This closet'8 not bad.
WILL
Actually, that's your room.

^

JUDY
What?!?
. WILL
Which you're sharing. With me.
And according to this, that
changing table's the dining room.
Everyone stops. No one can quit believe this.
DAD
There's got to be more. Will,
Where's the hologram?
Will places a small plastic BOX on the floor. Up shoots a
beam of LIGHT, which swirls, takes the form of a MAN in
UNIFORM. We'll call him the TOUR GUIDE.
TOUR GUIDE
Greetings, "Robinson Family."
Welcome aboard the "Jupiter 2." '

•""*">
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The words "Robinson Family" and "Jupiter 2" are hot quit
synchronized. Obviously a pre-recorded presentation.
TOUR GUIDE
Although capable of flight, the
"Jupiter 2" isn't a space ship so
much as it is a Life Pod. A living
experience. Your new dream home.
JUDY
I think I'm gonna puke again.
As the hologram goes through its spiel, it MORPHS to
illustrate each point.

(

TOUR GUIDE
The ship you're on is one of twenty
seven identical ships. All of them
attached to the Jupiter. The
Jupiter is a part of our Convoy,
made up of the Star cruisers Venus,
Apollo, Jupiter, Neptune and Zeus,
Together, under military escort,
our convoy will cross the galaxy in
a three month voyage, until we ..
reach the planet Nova. There, each
ship will detach and land on the
planet's surface where you can be
free to expand and begin your new
life as Colonists on a brave new
world.
We see the Jupiter 2, the fleet of Living Pods, the Jupiter,
the Convoy, then the Convoy arrive at Nova and the Living
Pods detach. They land on the planet. And finally, the
image of the planet MORPHS back into the Tour Guide.
JUDY
That does it. I'm going home.
MOM
You are home.
Judy heads for the exit. Heads for the Tour Guide.
JUDY
There's got to be a last shuttle
baok to Earth and would somebody
turn this dorky guy off?
She BUMPS INTO the Tour Guide. Not the hologram - the guy.
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TOUR GUIDE
Actually, I am the dorky guy*
Templeton Davis, ship's captain and
your Tour Guide. I heard John
Robinson was coming aboard.
Welcome aboard, sir.
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DAD
Thanks for having us. This is my
family. .

Ad-libbed greetings.
1V
•i.

TOUR GUIDE
Bow do you like your new home?
.DAD
(before Judy can talk)
We love it.
JUDY
I can't live here. I need space.
Will gestures out the window, a display of DEEP, VAST SPACE.
WILL
Does anyone else see the irony?.

i

TOUR GUIDE
The Life Pods take some getting
used .to. But on Nova, there's a
whole planet to spread out in.
John - I'm sure my officers would
love a visit to the bridge*
Mom, holding the baby, gives Dad a look.
DAD
Once we're settled.
DAVID
It'll be great. All of it. Judy,
we can set up bunk beds,, like when
we were kids. Remember?
JUDY
David, stop.
stop what?
you?

DAVID
Not being a pain, like
v^^v
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JUDY
So I'm a pain, at least I'm honest.
Have you told Dad yet?
TOUR GUIDE
Never had kids myself.
DAD
Told me what?
DAVID
Nothing, Dad.
JUDY
He got into college*
DAD
Why didn't you tell me?
JUDY
Be doesn't want you to know he .
doesn't want to move.
/ms^
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DAVID
That's not true. I do! I mean,.
it's complicated. But I'm here,
right? I chose to be here.
JUDY
Not really. None of us did.
WILL
I did.
JUDY
But Worm, it's easy for you* The
rest of us have to make friends who
are actually human.
(instant regret)
I didn't mean that.
WILL
Sure, you make friends all the time
- with hot, horny cadets!
TOUR GUIDE
I'll just be on the bridge.
The Tour Guide, smiling anxiously, saampers.
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WILL
The reason you blew chunks coming .
up here isn't 'cause you were space
sick - it's 'cause you-were
sneaking out all night partyingl

r

Everything STOPS. Mom and Dad look to Judy.
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MOM
(deadly calm)
And may I ask with whom?
JUDY
Who cares? What's the difference?
Do whatever you want to me - we're
on a space ship all summer so
anywhere I go I'm already .grounded!

Judy storms out, slapping the control panel so the door SLAMS
DOWN behind her. Beat. The view of Earth outside MOVES.
WILL
We're moving.
MOM
And why do I get the feeling we're
going nowhere?

^a,.
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David and Dad .speak simultaneously:
DAVID/DAD
I'll go talk to her.
INT. JUPITER MAIN CABIN - DAY
The PASSENGERS all "Ooh" and "Aah" as the VIEW of Earth SLIPS
AWAY and the Convoy gets moving, past the Sun and Moon ...
EXT. SPACE - DAY
The Convoy, all five Star Cruisers in elegant formation,
glide gracefully through our SOLAR SYSTEM*
INT. JUPITER HALLWAY - DAY
Judy marches down the hall by herself, ignoring the view. A
small SQUADRON or CADETS go by. One smiles at her. Judy
fakes a smile baak. But then the smile VANISHES as Judy
sees: DON WEST. Dawdling behind the rest of the Cadets, his
tunio half-unbuttoned, talking to a PRETTY GIRL.

^
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JUDY
Hey.
Don noda, coolly.

Judy can't speak.

Then:

JUDY
You never said you were gonna be on
this trip.
DON
You never asked.
INT. JUPITER MAIN CABIN - DAY
Will enters the Main Cabin. Sees a group of KIDS (mostly
boys) collected in small packs, playing video games.
Hey kid.

BOY ONE
Wanna play?

will sees THREE KIDS by an AIR HOCKEY table.
WILL
I guess.
BOY ONE
Cool. Walt. This thing's broken.
Anyone know hew to fix it?
Not me.

WILL
I'm a moron.

GIRL ONE
You guys! It's not turned on.
A GIRL simply turns the machine on. The hockey puck rises.
Kids form teams of doubles, Will joining in* They play*
He's happy. A normal kid. Then a JAPANESE MAN walks by.
JAPANESE MAN
(Japanese, in subtitles)

Will?

Will Robinson?

X haven't

seen you since the aerodynamics

seminar last
see you.

summer. So nice

to

WILL
(Japanese, in subtitles)

You too, Kazno.
for me.
The man moves on.

Say hi to the wife

The kids all STARE at Will.
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GIRL ONE
Are you one of those smart kids?.
INT, JUPITER HALLWAY - DAY
Judy talks to Don.

She's getting upset.

DON
Look, I don't have time for this.
JUDY
You had time last night.
DON
My squad's riding escort in a
couple of minutes. I'll see you
around, all right?
• JUDY
Fine, I don't care anyway.
David steps up behind Judy.
DAVID
This guy bugging you, Jude?

>-<

JUDY
David, stay out of this.
DON
Yeah, listen to her, David.
DAVID
Hey. I don't know you, Slick, and
I don't think I want to* But we're
here all summer, so do us both a
favors stay away from my sister*
The two guys size each other up. Don steps forward.
DON
Maybe I will, maybe I won't.
you will say "please."

But

JUDY
Oh why not just whip 'em out and
measure them now, because it's not
about me anymore.
David nods to the group of tough Cadets standing behind Don.

^
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DAVID
You talk pretty tough with your
boys behind you*
DON
I'm not the one who brought Daddy.
David turns to see DAD standing behind him, just watching.
JUDY
David - Let's just go.
David nods. He and Judy turn to leave*

Don blocks them.

DON
I didn't say you could.
•GIRL ONE (O.S.)
You know what the worst part is?
INT. JUPITER MAIN CABIN - DAY

/0b*.,

Will sits surrounded by kids. The Girl he met is in the
middle of a ghost story. It's for Will's benefit.
GIRL ONE
The Aliens don't just kill you.
They dissect you.- They start with
the skull* Because they eat human
brains. And the smarter you are,
they better they taste* And once
they're done •••
(slurping noise) .
They know everything you know.
Will looks scared shitless.
GIRL ONE
Kid like you'd be a lollypop.
INT. JUPITER HALLWAY - DAY
David and Don stand squared off.

Everyone watching.

DAVID
Look. I really don't want to
fight.
A

f*"

DON
Yeah - but I do.
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Don THROWS A P U N C H that SHATTERS David's nose - or, it would but it misses. Calm as a boxer, David shifts his head aside*
Don throws another punch. A combination. David eludes his
fists with Zen-like grace.
Don throws a HAYMAKER to David's THROAT. And David CATCHES
the hand in mid-blow, turns it, and pinches the wrist,
immobilizing Don in AGONY. David milks it. Gets casual*
DAVID
Hurts, doesn't it? You know, I can
think of three ways to break your
wrist right now, but the thing is,.
I respect the uniform. So pretty
please. With sugar on top:
David lets go. Don steps back, holding his wrist.
DAVID
Stay away from my sister.
Don and the squad go. David turns to Dad - who's frowning*
DAVID
What?
(pushing)
What?
DAD
You didn't finish him.
DAVID
What are you talking about?
DAD
You let him go* Now he's angry,
and out there, and thinking of ways
to come back.
DAVID
I can take him.
DAD
He knows that. You told him Judy
was the prize.
Before David can respond, a CREWMAN interrupts t
CREWMAN
Exause me? Mr. Robinson, sir? The
captain has requested your company
on the bridge.
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DAP
I'm speaking t o my Son*.
$*;*&.••;•.

CREWMAN
I see, sir, but the Captain
insisted.
DAD
We'll pick this up. later*
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Dad leaves David behind* David watches Dad head down the
hall, surrounded by Military officers.
CREWMAN
You ever get used to having a real
live war hero for a Dad? '
DAVID
No*. You don't.
EXT. SPACE - DAY
The CONVOY glides into deep space*

Leaves our Solar System.

EXT* DEEP SPACE - DAY
An image we may not recognize at first. Pulling back, we
realize we've seen it before. An ALIEN HELMET.
INT. ALIEN WARSHIP - DAY
An ALIEN WARSBIP. Dark as the Jupiter was light* Control
panels illuminate the COMMAND CREW, all wearing metallic BODY
ARMOR.
A three-fingered metal glove adjusts the knobs of a
VIEW SCREEN. We see the INFRARED IMAGE of the convoy as it
heads this way. The TRACKER ALIEN turns to his COMMANDER,
and speaks In a series of CLICKS and STATIC.
ALIEN
(subtitles)
The convoy is approaching.
the attack.

Prepare

And off the image of the gleaming metallia alien helmet, we
BLACKOUT.
KND ftCT TWO
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ACT THRBE
EXT. SPACE - NIGHT
The sky DARKENS with Alien Fighter Jets, their numbers
blotting out the sun. Against this nightmarish image, we
hear an incongruously SMOOTH VOICE:
TOUR GUIDE (O.S.)
Ladles and gentlemen ...
INT. JUPITER CONTROL DECK - NIGHT
The Tour Guide reads from a Teleprompter as Dad is escorted
into the Jupiter's MAIN CONTROL BRIDGE, which Is vaguely
militaristic. .OFFICERS navigate. VIEW SCREENS abound*
TOUR GUIDE
On the left, or "port" side of the
Jupiter, you'll find a spectacular
view of a "Worm Hols."

^

Dad looks at the WormHole (a tornado-like.funnel of light)
and politely hides his boredom. The officers watch Dad.
TOUR GUIDE
For those who don't know, a Worm
Hole is like an enormous vacuum generating enough gravity to suck
up entire planets and swallow light
itself. We'll be enjoying the view
from a safe distance, of course.
The Tour Guide shuts off his microphone, joins Dad.
John!

TOUR GUIDE
So glad you could make it.

The Tour Guide instantly puts his arm around Dad, and FLASH 1 - takes their picture together. Dad blinks.
ENSIGN
Excuse me, Sir, but - aren't you
John Robinson?
DAD
Everywhere I go.
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